Having the right expert witness information when you need it is priceless to your case. LexisNexis® Expert Research On-Demand is a comprehensive, powerful, authoritative service, delivering the critical information quickly so you can thoroughly vet expert witnesses.

**EXPERIENCED RESEARCH PROFESSIONALS PACKAGE & DELIVER YOUR SPECIFIC RESEARCH REQUESTS**

**COMPREHENSIVE**
- With access to a massive expert witness database, including hard-to-find and unpublished information
- IDEX® data
- Mealey's® Verdicts and Settlements
- Shepard's® Citations Service
- And many more!

**VERDICTS & SETTLEMENTS**
- The largest collection of documents in the industry
- 62% more than the leading competitors*
- Published and unpublished information on over 375K experts

**POWERFUL**
- Take your expert witness research from complexity to clarity with visualization tools—leveraging the full complement of LexisNexis® products—that help you focus on the big picture.

**EASE & CONVENIENCE**
- Simply call or submit a request online and you’ll receive an up-to-date, detailed report in a timely manner.
- We’ll uncover hard-to-find and current information from multiple sources for you.

**FAST & TIME SAVING**
- No subscription required
- Use as you need the facts fast.

**AUTHORITATIVE**
- Experienced professionals are at the core of our services, so you benefit from carefully curated content that enables you to find trustworthy and essential insights faster.

**THE TOP FOUR LEIXSNESS® EXPERT RESEARCH ON-DEMAND SERVICES:**
- Testimonial History Search
- Disciplinary Action Reports
- Enhanced Challenge Reports
- Articles Written by an Expert

*As compared to Westlaw®. Comparison data based on information available as of October 2016.
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